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Leap: How to Thrive in a World Where Everything Can Be Copied

 

 

The Book at hand is authored by Howard Yu, LEGO professor of management and innovation at IMD Business 
School in Switzerland. In his book of parable history and practical strategy, Howard Yu shows that succeeding in 
today’s marketplace is no longer just a matter of mastering impersonate tactics, companies should also leap across 
knowledge disciplines, and to reinterpret how a product is made or a service is delivered. This proven tactic can 
protect a company from being surpassed by new (and often foreign) copycat competitors. To discover how some 
companies not only survive but thrive for centuries, strategy expert Howard Yu identies key trends from business 
history, skillfully brings out timeless lessons and relates them to today. He exemplies how managers can look to 
uplift technological shifts, increasingly all over connectivity, smart machines, and managerial creativity-in order to 
leap forward. Basically, Leap is a book of strategies for the future that shows how pioneering players can prosper by 
rethinking their businesses, their relationships with customers, and the purpose they exist. In this book, Yu has 
illustrated that the competitive advantage that emanate from scale, or great brands, or patents, is dwindling. But 
taking a glance at the history in order to survive, various successful companies, also have leapt towards new areas of 
foundational knowledge. He discovers ve clear and practical principles at the center of the leap philosophy that 
empower companies to make a leap and stay successful in the face of competition: 1) understand your rm’s 
foundational knowledge and its trajectory; (2) acquire and cultivate new knowledge disciplines; (3) leverage seismic 
shifts; (4) experiment to gain evidence; and (5) dive deep into execution. Yu explains these ve principles by means 
of captivating case studies of successful leaps and tragic wide range of industries, countries, and eras. After reading 
Leap, we will learn How P&G made the leap from handcrafted soaps and candles to mass production of its signature 
brand Ivory, and then leaped into the new elds of consumer psychology and advertising, then leaped again at the risk 
of dismantle its core product, into synthetic detergents and won with Tide. He also pointed out how Novartis and 
other pharma pioneers keep making money by making leaps in drug developments from chemistry to microbiology 

stto genomics. In the second half of the book, Yu draws special attention to 21  century companies such as WeChat, 
and emphasizes the knowledge funnel they must follow: from the wise thinking of the managerial few to reliance on 
the wisdom of outside developers to mass-produce application. And he also describes how John Deere, made the 
difcult leap in the 19th-century from horsepowered plows to steam-powered tractors is still leaping. The company 
is leveraging global connectivity and articial intelligence to build largely autonomous tractors that can avoid 
lowcost competition. In order to become versatile and reposition themselves to remain dominant, Leap indicates 
readers where organizations should focus to accomplish this sort of transformation by using technologies that can be 
used to defeat competitors and the fundamental shifts that will occur in coming years. In today's competitive 
environment where latecomers can replicate almost any product or service for less, and where expert intuition and 
market intelligence have been overtaken by machine algorithms, companies can no longer just be very good at what 
they do. They need to leap to new knowledge disciplines. It's the combination of two skills- mastery of the old and the 
new-that empowers them with the best competitive advantage.
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